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1. Introduction

Organic electronics has emerged as a vibrant field of research and development involving chemistry, physics, materials science, engineering, and technology. The material advantages include its rich physics, flexible chemistry, and cost efficiency. Organic semiconductors (OSCs) including \( \pi \)-conjugated polymers and small molecules promise the advent of mass production and fully flexible devices for large-area displays, solid-state lighting over a broad wavelength range, solar cells, and field effect transistors [1–3]. For the basic research, \( \pi \)-conjugated materials are fascinating systems in which a rich variety of new concepts have been uncovered due to the interplay between their \( \pi \)-electronic structure and their geometric structure. At first glance, charge transport in OSCs seems to be seriously suffered from its relatively low mobility caused by charge hopping/tunneling transport, a known characteristic for the electronic property in a disordered system. It is challenging to achieve a comprehensive understanding of the fundamental charge injection and transport in organic electronic devices. Nevertheless, from this complicated charge transport, the fascinating concept of organic magnetoresistance (OMAR) in organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) was discovered. OMAR has recently been found to be larger than 1000% at room temperature which is promising for magnetic sensor and lighting applications. It was shown by several groups that the larger OMAR effect is associated with the slower hopping transport or smaller hopping mobility. OSCs possess small intrinsic spin orbit coupling (SOC) and hyperfine interaction (HFI) due to their light-weight molecules constitution and the nature of \( \pi \)-orbital electron transport. Several different types of SOCs...
developed for crystalline semiconductors [4–8] may not be applicable to the organic materials used in organic spintronic devices. Due to relatively small spin-related interaction, the net effect from the spin scattering sources in the OSCs is very weak so that their spin relaxation time (in the μs range) is several orders of magnitude larger than in inorganics (in the ns range). This is an important ingredient for obtaining the high performance organic spin valves (OSVs) and Spin-OLEDs.

In the first part of this work (Paper I) [9], we presented a thorough review of the first organic spintronic phenomenon, OMAR in OLEDs where the slow charge hopping in the randomly oriented hyperfine field is believed to be the main ingredients for obtaining the effect. In this part, we concentrate on (i) magnetoresistance (MR) in OSVs, where spin injection/detection at the organic/ferromagnet interface and spin transport in OSCs are investigated, and (ii) spin-OLEDs or bipolar-OSVs where the spin-polarized electron and hole are injected from ferromagnetic (FM) electrodes causing the hysteretic loops of the device luminescence. Firstly, we will present the basic concepts used in OSVs. The major advances and challenges in OSVs will be highlighted. Secondly, the recent advances in fabricating spin-OLEDs and the challenges for getting the high performance of spin-OLEDs will be reviewed and analyzed. Finally, we suggest an outlook on the future of organic spintronics by using organic single crystals and aligned polymers.

2. Basic concepts

In this section, we will review the basic concepts on spin injection/detection and spin transport in the vertical spin valve structure where the polarized spin of holes is considered. Spin-electronics or spintronics employs spin degree of freedom of electrons in addition to their charge in solid state systems and manipulates it by an external force for the current information storage and future spin-based logic devices. A semiconductor-based spin valve consists of three important aspects for its successful operation: (i) injection of spins from a FM electrode into a semiconducting spacer, (ii) spin transport and manipulation in the spacer, and (iii) spin detection at another FM electrode. In general, there are various experimental techniques used to probe the polarized spin in these processes. First, depending upon the nature of the spin transport materials, different techniques have been used for the spin injections such as optical pumping by a circularly polarized light [10–11] or by two-photon photo emission [12,13], spin injection from FM electrodes by applied bias voltage [14,15] or by ferromagnetic resonance spin pumping [16,17], and by temperature gradient in the case of spin-Seebeck [18,19]. Second, the spin manipulation schemes in the spacer can be accomplished by magnetic field (Hanle effect) [20], electric field (Rashba effect and Stark effect) [21,22] and by various magnetic and spin resonances [23,24]. Finally, the spin detection schemes include detection of circularly polarized light [25], transient Kerr/Faraday linearly polarized light rotation [26,27], spin Hall voltage [28,29], electric resistance change [14,30], and tunneling-induced luminescence microscopy [31,32]. Among these techniques, electrical injection/detection has up until now been the most convenient method from the device perspective, especially in the organic spintronics. We note that the notion of strong SOC and well-defined band transport in organics is absent, the optical spin injection/detection in these materials is inhibited. In this review, we will focus on the spin injection/detection and transport of holes in OSVs through the electric method only.

To investigate spin transport using a vertical OSV architecture (Fig. 2a), a polymer/small molecule film is sandwiched between two FM electrodes with different coercive fields, Bc. We note that since most existing FM materials have high work functions (Table 1) close to the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) of the OSCs (Table 2), only holes are generally injected into and detected from the materials. Therefore, there is no light activity happening in the OSVs unless the effective work function of one electrode is engineered so that the spin polarized (SP) electrons can be injected into the emissive organic layer. Such bipolar OSVs or spin-OLEDs will be discussed in Section 4. Since Bc1 ≠ Bc2, it is possible to switch the relative magnetization directions of the FM electrodes between parallel and anti-parallel alignments, upon sweeping the external magnetic field, B (Fig. 2b). The device resistance at B, R(B), is then dependent on the relative magnetizations. The MR response is commonly defined as: MR = |R(B)− R(P)|/R(AP), where R(P)/R(AP) is the device resistance for parallel (anti-parallel) magnetization configuration. Transport of SP carriers from the first FM electrode to the second depends upon the spacer properties such as spin scattering sources including HFI and SOC, and mobility which is affected by disorder, impurities, and temperature etc. of the materials [7,8,33,34]. In general, the spin polarization of the transport electrons in the OSCs is attenuated exponentially as e−Dlms when electrons diffuse across the organic spacer with the thickness, d. λs is the spin diffusion length of the carriers in the organic spacer that depends on mobility, μ, and spin relaxation time, τ, of the transport electron following the relation:

\[
\lambda_s = \sqrt{\frac{\mu k_B T \tau}{e}}
\]  

where k_B, T, and e are the Boltzmann constant, the material temperature, and the carrier charge, respectively [8,17,35–40]. In principle, the MR response of a device can be tuned by manipulating the spin relaxation time in its semiconducting spacer. However, the organic films are highly disordered and μ in these films is typically about five orders of magnitude smaller than that in inorganic semiconductors. Therefore, although τ in OSCs is long, the relatively low hopping mobility limits its spin diffusion length at lower than 100 nm in comparison to several micrometers in inorganic semiconductors [41,42]. The giant MR magnitude observed in OSCs can be adopted by modifying the Julliere’s formula on the tunnel barrier of magnetic tunnel junction into the form [43]:

\[
\frac{\Delta R}{R} = \frac{2P_1P_2e^{-d/\lambda_s}}{1 + P_1P_2e^{-d/\lambda_s}}
\]

where P1 and P2 are effective carrier spin polarization injected from the magnetic electrodes. We note that the sign of the equation changes based on whether the R(AP) or R(P) is used as reference for the resistance change. Due to strong dependence of interfacial spin polarization, dubbed spinterface on the nature of the organic/metal contact, P1 and P2 might be different from the spin polarization measured at the surface of the bulk FM materials [44,45]. The spinterface effect has recently attracted significant attention in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FM Electrode</th>
<th>Polarization P (%)</th>
<th>Work Function (eV)</th>
<th>Curie Temperature Tc (K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSMO</td>
<td>−100 [66]</td>
<td>4.8 [14]</td>
<td>360 [81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co</td>
<td>34 [67]</td>
<td>4.9 [14]</td>
<td>1388 [68]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>44 [67]</td>
<td>4.5 [60]</td>
<td>1043 [70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>31 [71]</td>
<td>5.15 [60]</td>
<td>6311 [70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrO2</td>
<td>−100 [72]</td>
<td>3.4−6.9 [73]</td>
<td>390 [74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe3O4</td>
<td>50 [71]</td>
<td>4.7 [75]</td>
<td>720 [76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe3O8</td>
<td>80 [77]</td>
<td>5.5 [78]</td>
<td>860 [79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni5Fe19</td>
<td>45 [71]</td>
<td>4.5 [75]</td>
<td>869 [80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co2MnSi</td>
<td>−100 [81]</td>
<td>4.5 [82]</td>
<td>985 [83]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
Potential ferromagnetic materials for spintronic devices and their properties.
organicspintronics due to the complication of orbital-hybridization at the interface between organics and FM electrodes. This topic will be discussed in Section 3.

Now, we would like to review the general challenges encountered and solutions achieved for spin injection/detection in semiconducting spin valves. Because the carrier density with spin-up and spin-down are equal in the semiconductor spacer, no spin polarization exists in it if the material is in thermal equilibrium. Therefore, in order to achieve SP carriers, the semiconductor needs to be driven far out of equilibrium and into a situation characterized by different quasi-Fermi levels for spin-up and spin-down charge carriers. Several calculations of spin injection from the FM metal into the inorganic semiconductor showed that a large difference in carriers. Several calculations of spin injection from the FM metal by different quasi-Fermi levels for spin-up and spin-down charge carriers. Therefore, in order to achieve SP carriers, the semiconductor needs to be driven far out of equilibrium and into a situation characterized by different quasi-Fermi levels for spin-up and spin-down charge carriers.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OSCs</th>
<th>FM Electrodes</th>
<th>Carrier mobility (cm² V⁻¹ s⁻¹)</th>
<th>Organic electronics and energy level</th>
<th>MRS@Temperature</th>
<th>Typical spin diffusion length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T0</td>
<td>LSMO/LSMO [84]</td>
<td>7.5*10⁻² (p) [105]</td>
<td>Electron donor</td>
<td>300 K [84]</td>
<td>70 nm; 10⁻⁶ s [84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alq₃</td>
<td>LSMO/Co [14] Fec/Co [49]</td>
<td>2.5*10⁻⁵ (n) [107]</td>
<td>Light emitter</td>
<td>-40% @ 1 K [14]</td>
<td>45 nm @ 11 K [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-NPD</td>
<td>Co/Al₂O₃/Pt [91] LSMO/Co [94]</td>
<td>6.1*10⁻⁴ (p) [108]</td>
<td>Hole transport (OLEDs)</td>
<td>7.5% ± 0.2 K, 6% @ 14 K [91]</td>
<td>14 ± 3% @ 14 K [94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRP3HT</td>
<td>LSMO/Co [6] Fec/Coso/NSIFeTS [75]</td>
<td>2.8*10⁻¹ (p) [109]</td>
<td>Electron donor (OPV)</td>
<td>80% @ 0 K 1.5% @ 14 K [6]</td>
<td>62 ± 10 nm [75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPP</td>
<td>LSMO/Co [88]</td>
<td>7*10⁻¹ (p) [110]</td>
<td>Red emitter (OLEDs)</td>
<td>17% @ 0 K [88]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubrene</td>
<td>Fe/Co [41] Fec/Oq/Co [112]</td>
<td>40 (p) [113,114]</td>
<td>OFETs, yellow dopant (OLEDs)</td>
<td>16% @ 42 K, 6% @ RT [41]</td>
<td>31.3nm @ 0.45K [41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentacene</td>
<td>LSMO/LSMO [117,118]</td>
<td>5.5 (p) [119]</td>
<td>OFETs, Electron donor (OPV)</td>
<td>6% @ 3 K [117]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPD</td>
<td>Co2MsSi/Co [122] LSMO/Co [122]</td>
<td>1.2*10⁻³ (p) [123]</td>
<td>Hole transport (OLEDs)</td>
<td>7.8% @ RT [122]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuPc</td>
<td>Fe/Co [125] LSMO/Co [126]</td>
<td>1.5*10⁻¹ (p) [127]</td>
<td>OFETs</td>
<td>6.4% @ 0 K [125]</td>
<td>60 nm @ 0 K [126]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVB (C2VBi)</td>
<td>LSMO/Co [94]</td>
<td>10⁻³ (p) [129]</td>
<td>Blue dopant (OLEDs)</td>
<td>(R) 18 ± 3% @ 14 K [94]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| P(NDI2OD-T2) | LSMO/Co [131] | 6*10⁻² (n) [132] | Control of the tunneling thickness and hence resistance of the insulating layer allows optimization of the spin injection capability. In general, the tunnel barrier could be introduced at the metal/semiconductor interface in two ways: tailoring the band bending in the semiconductor, which typically leads to Schottky barrier formation [52,53] or physically inserting a discrete insulating layer [20,54]. Interestingly, the conductivity mismatch has been thought to be less severe when using OSC since carriers are injected into the OSC mainly by tunneling through an insulating barrier naturally formed during the fabrication process [34,44,50,55–57]. For examples, several incredibly large MR responses in OSVs have been reported in the literature where the tunnel barrier was not explicitly used [36,44]. However, such a natural tunneling barrier is more likely to create challenges in controlling and optimizing the effective spin injection/detection in OSVs and in providing the reproducibility of the MR magnitude and even the sign of the MR response [14,44]. (ii) The second method for overcoming the conductivity mismatch problem is to use FM electrodes with a nearly 100% of spin polarization. This has been known in the literature as the "spin polarization" hurdle [46–48]. There are three possible technical methods commonly used in inorganic spin valves to overcome the conductivity mismatch problem.

1. **First**, a tunnel barrier layer inserted between the FM metal and the semiconductor may effectively achieve significant spin injection [49]. In this case, the special extensions of charge wave functions for spin-up and spin-down electrons at the Fermi energy in FM materials are different; and this difference contributes to their spin injection capability through a tunnel barrier layer. Therefore, the tunneling barrier acts as a spin filter [50,51]. Control of the tunneling thickness and hence resistance of the insulating layer allows optimization of the spin injection capability. In general, the tunnel barrier could be introduced at the metal/semiconductor interface in two ways: tailoring the band bending in the semiconductor, which typically leads to Schottky barrier formation [52,53] or physically inserting a discrete insulating layer [20,54]. Interestingly, the conductivity mismatch has been thought to be less severe when using OSC since carriers are injected into the OSC mainly by tunneling through an insulating barrier naturally formed during the fabrication process [34,44,50,55–57]. For examples, several incredibly large MR responses in OSVs have been reported in the literature where the tunnel barrier was not explicitly used [36,44]. However, such a natural tunneling barrier is more likely to create challenges in controlling and optimizing the effective spin injection/detection in OSVs and in providing the reproducibility of the MR magnitude and even the sign of the MR response [14,44].
magnetic properties [14]. These superior properties make LSMO one of the best candidates for use as the bottom electrode in OSVs. (iii) Finally, the use of organic semiconducting FM electrodes with low conductivity can also be a possible solution for overcoming the conductivity mismatch problem [62–65]. Some popular metals/half-metals as FM electrodes in spin valves and their spin polarization, work function, and Curie temperature collected from different references are listed in Table 1.

3. Organic spin valves

The first organic spintronic sandwiched device, LSMO(La$_{2/3}$Sr$_{1/3}$MnO$_3$)/Tb/LSMO with a lateral structure was designed and tested by Dediu et al., in 2002 [84]. They observed a large change in resistance of the structure at room temperature due to an applied magnetic field that suggested the successful spin injection into Tb (see Fig. 1) OSCs. In 2004, Xiong et al. [14] demonstrated the first vertical inorganic-organic hybrid spin valve device using organic molecule tris(8-hydroxyquinolinato) aluminium (Alq$_3$) as the non-metallic spacer sandwiched between LSMO and Co electrodes, similar to the one shown in the schematics of Fig. 2a. Several excellent review papers on OSVs can be seen in the literature [8,33,59,85,86]. Fig. 2b shows the magnetic hysteretic loop of the electrodes with coercive fields $H_c = 30$ Oe and 150 Oe for LSMO and Co, respectively. In a device of spacer thickness 130 nm, they recorded an MR of 40% at 11 K with a clear switching between the low and high resistances which corresponds to the magnetization switching between two electrodes (Fig. 2c). However, the measured device resistance had a lower value at anti-parallel magnetization—an unusual feature, which they attributed to the negative polarization of Co electrode, probably due to the domination of minority-spin injection in the Co d-band [14]. Later, several other research groups also observed the inverted MR effect in the Alq$_3$-based OSVs [59,87–90]. The inverse spin valve effect has been regularly observed in OSVs with thick Alq$_3$ spacer of about 100 nm range [34,59,87,89,90]. However, when the spacer is small of about 10 nm range, the positive MR has been found [44,91]. Santos et al. and Barraud et al. measured a positive tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) using Co/Alq$_3$ (1–4 nm)/NiFe and LSMO/Alq$_3$ (a few nanometers)/Co, respectively [44,91]. Nevertheless, the origin of this inverse MR effect is still not clear. This will be discussed in more detail later in this section.

The MR value in OSV depends strongly on the bias voltage [6,14,36,87]. Studies have shown that the MR decreases monotonically with the bias voltage and has an asymmetric behavior with the polarity of the voltage [6,14,36,92]. A representative of the bias voltage dependence of MR is shown in Fig. 2d. It is important to note that a similar observation was previously observed in a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) device using LSMO and Co [93]. This asymmetry may originate from injecting/detecting the SP carriers from the FM electrodes of different work functions. Here, the MR magnitude decreases less for negative bias voltage, at which the electrons were injected from LSMO. Different explanations of the bias voltage dependence of the MR have been put forward [94–96]. First, the applied voltage shifts the band of the electrode into which electrons tunnel downward, i.e. towards higher density of states. This alone decreases the MR magnitude with increasing bias. Next, an alternative mechanism is scattering of the injected electron spins from magnons generated from defect states at the interface such as magnetic impurities when it tunnels to the organic spacer. This scattering is suggested to be more effective at high applied voltage causing larger SP loss at high applied voltage [36,97].

After the early demonstrations of the MR effect on the hybrid OSVs, numerous studies have been performed on MR/TMR effect using a variety of π-conjugated small molecules and polymers [14,18,59,91,98–104]. The chemical structures of some of these molecules and polymers are shown in Fig. 1 while a summary of their electronic properties and the performance of OSVs using them as the spacers in between various FM electrodes as collected from various references are given Table 2. The studies on the OSVs have been directed into the following major categories: (i) seeking the evidence of the spin injection into and transport in OSCs, (ii) underlying mechanism for the spin loss in OSCs, and (iii) enhancement of the MR effect with high temperature operation.

3.1. Spin tunneling versus spin injection

The distinction between spin tunneling and spin injection in OSVs is challenging since the MR response in these phenomena essentially looks the same. In addition, both phenomena have similar MR dependence on the spacer thickness. Therefore, it was reasonable to raise a question regarding the spin injection in OSVs. For instance, the reports from Jiang et al. [135] claiming the absence of spin transport in Fe/Alq$_3$/Co OSV and Xu et al. [88] asserting no correlation between the MR and the thickness of the organic spacer

Fig. 1. Chemical structure of some organic semiconductors including small molecules and π-conjugated polymers: sexithiopheny(1T6), tris(8-hydroxyquinolinato)aluminium (Alq3), tris[2-phenylpyridinato-C2,N]iridium(III) (Ir(ppy)$_3$), fullerene-C$_{60}$, regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl) (RRP3HT), poly(2,5-bis-3-tetradecylthiophen-2-yl)thieno[3,2-b]thiophene (PBTI-C14), protonated poly(dioctyloxy)phenylenevinylene (H-DDOOPPV), and deuterated poly(dioctyloxy)phenylenevinylene(D-DDOOPPV).
questioned the spin diffusion through the OSCs affirmed previously. Jiang et al. also reported a similar MR effect to all measurable OSVs regardless of the spacer material, either (tetraphenyl porphyrin (TPP) or Alq3. Similarly, Grünewald et al. observed a similar spin valve effect in the device with only one FM electrode where the FM electrode for the spin detection is absent. These observations created the impression of the injection of the SP carriers into the OSCs from FM electrodes. There are several outstanding demonstrations of spin injection into organics from FM electrodes as listed in the following discussion:

(i) **Two-photon photoemission technique**: Cinchetti et al. came up with a microscopic technique, namely “two-photon photoemission”. They successfully demonstrated the injection of the SP carriers into OSCs. “two-photon photoemission” technique was employed to inject the SP carriers into a Co/CuPc heterojunctions and showed a spin injection efficiency of 85–90% at room temperature. In this technique, two successive laser pulses are sent on the metal-OSC heterojunction. The first pulse generates the SP electrons on Co film while the second pulse excites the SP electrons diffused into the OSC film from the FM electrode and then the OSC photoemits, hence giving rise to information about the spin injection into OSC layer from the electrode.

(ii) **Low-energy muon spin rotation**: Simultaneously, Drew et al. showed the successful injection of the SP carriers into Alq3 spacer and their transport by low energy muon spin rotation (LE-μSR) method in operational NiFe/LiF/Alq3/TPD/FeCo devices. In this technique, the muons with 100% spin polarization are implanted from one electrode into the Alq3 spacer where they lose energy very quickly and stop at a certain penetration depth depending on their muon implantation energy. The muon spin precesses around the local magnetic field for about 2.2 μs before decaying into two neutrinos and a positron, of which emission direction is correlated with the muon’s spin direction at the time of decay. Therefore, the local magnetic field generated by the electron spin accumulation at a certain location in the organic spacer and hence the spin diffusion length can be extracted. They observed a dependence of the spin diffusion length on temperature, which was qualitatively in agreement with the temperature dependence of −1/ln(MR) in the devices (Fig. 3a).

(iii) **Isotope effect on spin transport**: The other way to show experimental evidence for the spin injection and spin transport in OSCs is to study the isotope effect on spin response of the OSVs based on DOO-PPV polymer (Fig. 1). The DOO-PPV materials were prepared by replacing all strongly coupled hydrogen atoms (1H, nuclear spin I = ½) in the organic π-conjugated polymer poly(diocytlyoxy) phenyl vinylene (DOO-PPV) spacer, with deuterium atoms (2H, I = 1) having much smaller hyperfine coupling constant aHFI, namely aHFI(D) = aHFI(H)/6.5. Therefore, the HFI strength in deuterated DOO-PPV is about 3 times weaker than that in hydrogenated DOO-PPV. The thickness dependent MR measured in these OSVs and their fits are shown in Fig. 3b.

The result showed that the spin diffusion length in deuterated DOO-PPV is about three times longer compared to that in hydrogenated DOO-PPV. This is a solid evidence for the spin transport in OSCs.

(iv) **Ferromagnetic resonance spin pumping**: Recently, Ando et al. came up with a different technique, namely “ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) spin pumping”, to inject SP carriers into the OSCs from FM electrode [16,17,136–138]. The technique has been well-established for injecting the spin from FM electrode into metals and inorganic semiconductors. Under either cw (continuous wave) or pulsed microwave excitation at its magnetic resonance, an exciting magnetization precession or spin wave is generated in the FM material [18,136]. Due to the strong spin-exchange coupling at the interface between FM and organics, these waves travel through the interface creating a spin current.
into the OSC interlayer. The spin current then generates an electric field, \( E \), based on the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) mechanism where the presence of SOC in the spin transport materials is a must. This technique does not require an applied bias voltage and therefore can avoid spurious effects such as anisotropic magnetoresistance and can be used to inject the spins without any conductivity mismatch problem.

**IV characteristic of charge tunneling effect:** Another indirect technique is to study the IV characteristics of the devices while varying the spacer thickness [100, 139, 140]. In some cases, an insulator such as Al-oxide was used to avoid the short circuit and enhance the quality of the organic layer at its interface. The charge motion in the device obeys one step tunneling or multiple step tunneling (spin transport) [101, 102]. The studied spacer thickness is normally less than 10 nm. The criteria taken from magnetic tunnel junctions for distinguishing charge direct tunneling and transport are the weak temperature dependence and the parabolic behavior of the IV characteristics [141]. However, the similar IV characteristics can also be observed in multiple step charge tunneling (charge/spin transport) normally happening in OSCs [101].

3.2 Spin diffusion length in OSCs

In the previous section, we showed various experimental evidence for the spin injection from FM electrodes to OSCs. Therefore, it is sufficient to talk about spin diffusion length in OSVs when the well-defined film thickness is far from the tunneling regime (normally larger than 10 nm). There exist several empirical techniques for extracting the spin diffusion length in OSCs:

(i) Firstly, the most popular technique is to measure the thickness dependent MR and fit them to the modified Juliiere Equation (2). This method can give a reasonable value under the assumption that the injected spin polarization and the spin diffusion length remain the same when varying the thickness of the device. In addition, it is hard to precisely measure the thickness of the organic film due to the uncontrollable metal inclusion during the top electrode fabrication. Therefore, the method has unavoidable uncertainty. Fig. 4 shows the MR values (normalized to their maximum) measured as a function of the interlayer thickness and their modified-Juliiere fit for representative OSCs as extracted from different studies [14, 75, 131, 141, 142, 155].

![Image](image-url)

**Fig. 3.** Spin injection and transport through organic interlayers. (a) The temperature dependence of the spin diffusion length extracted from the muon measurements and its correlation with the temperature dependence of MR. Reproduced with permission [19]. (b) Thickness dependence of MR for two isotopes of one \( \pi \)-conjugated polymer. Reproduced with permission [36]. (c) Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR)-based spin current transport together with the electromotive force \( V \) measurement. The inset shows the schematic of the Py/PBTTT/ Pt trilayer device. Reproduced with permission [17].
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**Fig. 4.** Thickness dependence of the normalized MR in OSVs with various OSC interlayers measured by different groups [Xiong et al. [14]; Rybicki et al. [141]; Chen et al. [142]; Liang et al. [155]; Li et al. [131]; Morley et al. [75]].
Thirdly, of course, the most powerful method is to use the low-energy muon spin rotation done by Drew et al. but this is not a table-top method that can be easily operated in the standard setup. Using this technique, the local magnetic field generated by the electron spin accumulation at the certain location in the organic spacer can be obtained for extracting the spin diffusion length. They found that the spin diffusion length of Alq3 is about 30 nm at 10 K and about 10 nm at 90 K (Fig. 3a).

(iv) Fourthly, it is worth mentioning the study from Cinchetti et al. using the two photon photoemission technique [12]. The spin diffusion length of CuPC was estimated to be about 1 nm which is too small compared to the length of ~50 nm measured by the thickness dependent MR [126].

(v) Finally, from the induced voltage signal in the counter electrode and the induced pure spin current in OSCs in the FMR spin pumping experiments, the spin diffusion length of different polymers and small molecules has been extracted by a several groups [17,137,138]. In general, the spin diffusion length was found to be independent on the temperature [17,137]. In particular, the spin diffusion length in PBTTT polymers [17] is about 200 nm, in Alq3 small molecules [137] is about 50 nm and in HDOO-PPV polymers [138] is about 25 nm. The discrepancy among the reported values of the spin diffusion length in the conventional polymers such as PBTTT and HDOO-PPV, raises a technical question on either the experimental reproducibility of the result or the models used.

In the above techniques, the minimization of the metal inclusion into the organic layers is necessary for the reproducibility of the result. Several advanced methods have recently been introduced for fabricating the top FM electrodes. Chen et al. showed the deposition of an FM electrode using the back scattering method avoiding the direct hit of the metallic atoms onto the organic films [144]. This method was reported to enhance the MR and was shown to be promising for the reproducibility of the OSC performance although unintentional impurities might be introduced during the slow metal evaporation at low chamber pressure (10^{-3} torr). In addition, Sun et al. used a buffer-layer assisted growth method (BLAG) where they first deposited several monolayers of high-density Co nanodots onto organic films at low temperature, followed by normal Co evaporation onto the OSC layer [92]. With this technique, the diffusion of Co onto the OSC spacer is highly suppressed yielding a large MR value (~300%) at 10 K.

3.3. Spin loss mechanism in OSCs

In the previous sections, strong evidence for spin injection and transport occurring in OSCs was presented. The spin diffusion length in organics is limited to less than 200 nm. So far the underlying mechanism for the spin loss mechanism in OSVs is still a hot debate. In general, it appears to be driven by SOC and/or HFI during the charge hopping transport. In this section, we will review several studies for the existence of either SOC or HFI as a dominant spin loss mechanism:

3.3.1. Hyperfine interaction domination

HFI has been experimentally proven to play an important role in spin transport in conventional polymer-based OSVs [36]. Nguyen et al. [36] demonstrated that the spin diffusion length in the DOO-PPV based OSVs is significantly enhanced when the hydrogen atoms at the chemical back bond are chemically substituted by deuterium atoms with much weaker HFI strength. The important role of HFI in the spin response in OLEDs and OSVs was also confirmed by a study of the 13C-rich DOO-PPV polymers where spin-less 12C atoms in the chemical backbone of the polymers were substituted by 13C atoms causing stronger HFI than that in the hydrogenated DOO-PPV polymers [145,146]. The relatively weak SOC in DOO-PPV polymers recently reported by Sun et al. [138] in this report, the spin Hall angle, a measure of SOC strength in DOO-PPV was found to be several orders of magnitude smaller than those of the Pt-containing polymers and C60 fullerene. The result is in agreement with the general notion that SOC in conventional polymers and small molecules is relatively weak. We note that the study of HFI in OLEDs has significantly been achieved during the past decade. Nguyen et al. [147] reported no significant OMAR effect in C60 based diodes. However, when a side chain is introduced to a C60 molecule as in the case of C60 PCBM, measurable OMAR effect was observed [148]. They conjectured that the HFI introduced by the side chain causes OMAR effect. Another convincing piece of evidence of the role of HFI in observing OMAR in OLEDs is the study of isotope dependent OMAR where the width of the OMAR can be reliably controlled by the types of hydrogen or carbon isotopes in the molecules [146]. The role of HFI in OMAR response was comprehensively discussed in the first part of this review series.

3.3.2. Spin orbit coupling domination

Perhaps, the most convincing evidence for the existing of the intrinsic SOC in OSCs is the detection of the Hall voltage generated by the pure spin current in OSCs which is pumped from a FM electrode using the method named ferromagnetic resonance spin pumping [16,17,136,138]. Ando et al. first reported that both conducting and semiconducting polymers shows measurable SOC strength [17,136]. The spin diffusion length extracted from the spin current was estimated to be about 200 nm, much larger than the spin diffusion length reported by the other techniques (Fig. 3c) [17,136]. This raises a question why the spin diffusion length studied in similar systems, but different methods is much different. Koopmans commented that the large spin diffusion length found by Watanabe et al. might be because the HFI in the studied polymer is quenched by the considerably larger applied magnetic field of a few hundreds of mT during the magnetic resonance spin pumping [149]. A recent study of Sun et al. [138] using the method but with a pulsed microwave source shows that when the heavy Pt metal is included in polymers, much higher spin Hall angle than conventional polymer such as DOO-PPV was observed. This confirms that heavy metals introduce large intrinsic SOC for triplet exciton transition symmetry breaking found in various emissive organometallic molecules [150]. Beside this unique direct probe of OSC existence, Drew et al., on the other hand, found that the SOC plays an important role due to the lack of magneto-conductivity responses in OLEDs made of Alq3 isopotes [40,151]. It is worth noting that by using the same method Sheng et al. previously demonstrated that the magneto-conductivity in Ir(ppy)3-based and Pt(ppy)3-based OLEDs has much broader response line width than that of Alq3 [148,152]. The similar result was also obtained by Shakya et al. on the group III hydroxyquinolates [153]. This indicates that the SOC strength in the organometallic small molecules strongly increases with the heavy metal substitution. Therefore, there is no doubt that considerable SOC strength would exist in Alq3 molecules. Nuccio et al. [154] suggested that even oxygen or sulfur atoms might be a great source for SOC.

So far, only the intrinsic SOC has been discussed. As mentioned above, there might exist other types of SOCs that are associated with the crystallinity of the materials. Recently, Liang et al. investigated another type of SOC namely curvature-enhanced SOC in the buckyball C60 and C70 molecules by two complementary spin-independent techniques namely OMAR in OLEDs and MR in OSVs.
The curved structures of C60 and C70 molecules are well-defined and slightly different. Since naturally abundant 12C has spinless nucleus, the HFI in these two materials is treated to be negligible. However, they both have the same intrinsic SOC. Fig. 5a shows the spin diffusion length measured by thickness dependent MR of those materials at 120 K. The spin diffusion length in C70 is estimated to be about 123 nm, clearly longer than about the length of 86 nm in C60. Liang et al. found that this tendency remained the same at all temperatures. The stronger SOC in C60 was confirmed by the OMAR study where the width of OMAR in C60 is 26 mT, larger than the width of 20 mT in C70 (Fig. 5b). The result was later confirmed by Sun et al. [138] who showed significantly large spin Hall angle in C60 film compared to the angles in several conventional polymers where only intrinsic SOC exists (Fig. 5c). This is a strong evidence that the strong SOC found in fullerene is mainly caused by the curvature-enhanced SOC. Since such SOC is strongly dependent on the interfaces, the polycrystalline degree of the film morphology at different hopping sites also give rise to spin relaxation. They found that the diffusion length is strongly dependent on the dwell-time for the carrier at a certain hopping site compared to the hopping time between two sites. Yu proposed a SOC-based theory of carrier spin relaxation in which the spin diffusion length depends on the mean charge hopping distance and the SOC strength [38]. He found that the spin diffusion length monotonically decreases with an increase in temperature and then gets saturated when the charge hopping length is equal to the nearest neighbor distance. Based on these two theoretical papers, the HFI only affect the spin dynamics when it is located at a certain sites while SOC affects the spin dynamics during the hopping time between two sites. Interested readers might refer to other interesting papers [39,161,162].

3.4. Room temperature magnetoresistance

One of the important goals of OSVs is to obtain large MR at room temperature. Perhaps, vanishing MR at room temperature is one of the serious obstacles for realizing practical applications of OSVs. In the first report by Xiong et al. [14], 40% MR was reported at 11 K but decreased steeply with increasing T and vanished at room temperature (Fig. 6b). Based on the modified Julliere equation, one can expect two scenarios in which effective injection of spin polarization and/or spin diffusion length are quenched at high temperature.

(i) For the former, Xiong et al. originally attributed the MR reduction to the reduction of spin diffusion length since the temperature dependence of the magnetization of LSMO measured by magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) (Fig. 6a) is much weaker than that of the MR reduction (Fig. 6b) while the magnetization of Co is almost a constant. However, the magnetization measured by MOKE might not reflect the truly interfacial spin polarization of LSMO since the penetration depth of the probe light in LSMO is on the order of 10 nm where spin injection happens in a few nanometers from the interface. Instead, Park et al. [61] demonstrated a much stronger temperature dependence of the surface magnetization of LSMO (measured by spin-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (SPES)) compared to its bulk magnetization (measured by superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID)). Fig. 6a clearly shows that the magnetization and hence the spin polarization at the surface decreases much faster with temperature and vanishes at Curie temperature $T_c$. The trend of the temperature dependence of the surface polarization is more likely to be responsible for the temperature dependent MR measured by Xiong et al. and other groups as described in Fig. 6b [14,90,94,159,163]. Although it is reasonable to assign the reduction of MR with temperature to the LSMO interfacial spin polarization reduction, the above study does not account for the spinferre effect at LSMO and Co electrodes. The surface spin polarization of those materials might be very different with the presence of other molecules at the interface. In fact, the MR quenches even faster with temperature in several studies when other FM materials such as Fe, NiFe and FeCo with relatively large $T_c$ were used (see Tables 1 and 2) [19,49,75,133]. This strongly suggests that the spinferre at top FM electrode used in the studies in Fig. 6b must be investigated for the MR quenching.

Fig. 5. Various magnetic field effects in fullerene-based OSC devices. (a) Thickness dependence of MR in fullerene-based OSVs. Reproduced with permission [155]. (b) Magneto-electroluminescence (MEL) in fullerene-based OLEDs. Reproduced with permission [155]. (c) Pulse-inverse spin Hall effect (p-ISHE) response in fullerene-based trilayer device. Reproduced with permission [138].
at high temperature. We note that Liang et al. [155] and Li et al. [131] recently reported the relative insensitivity of the spin diffusion length to temperature in fullerene and conjugated polymer, respectively.

(ii) For the latter, some studies [6,164] demonstrated that the spin diffusion length of the OSCs decreases with increasing temperature. This explanation was supported by a direct measurement of spin diffusion length of Alq3 using LE-µSR and its correlation with temperature dependent MR as performed by Drew et al. [19] (Fig. 3a). However, their result seems to contradict the spin diffusion length result reported from the magnetic resonance spin pumping where the spin diffusion length in Alq3 is independent on the temperature [137].

The other way to evaluate the temperature dependence of MR is to estimate the charge mobility and spin relaxation time versus temperature. For example, the electron spin-lattice relaxation rate in Alq3 measured by the spin-1/2 photoluminescence detected magnetic resonance was found to be temperature independent [94]. Since the mobility of Alq3 increases with increasing temperature, one can estimate from Equation (1) that the spin diffusion length in Alq3 should increase with the temperature. This conflicts with the result reported by Jiang et al. as well as by Drew et al. for the same material [19,137]. This raises the question of the validity of equation (1) in organics or whether the spin-lattice relaxation time measured by magnetic resonance in general can be used to estimate the spin diffusion length of moving charge under applied electric field. This open question is related to the nature of the spin transport in OSCs which is still under debate [165].

It is important to note that a large volume of studies can be found in the literature in support of the first scenario. Nevertheless, the above discussion suggests that obtaining large MR at higher temperature requires the use of FM electrodes with high polarization and high Tc and the OSCs with long spin diffusion length at higher temperature. Despite the mechanism causing MR quenching at high temperature, some recent studies have been encouraging towards obtaining the larger MR effect at room temperature [6,91,122,131,158]. So far, the MR of nearly 10% at room temperature has been reported in both small molecule- and polymer-based OSVs. The first room temperature MR of about 1.5% on the LSMO/region-regular P3HT/100 nm/Co OSVs with 100 nm was observed by Majumdar et al. [6] by annealing the organic film before the top electrode evaporation. In 2007, Santos et al. showed a TMR ~5% at room temperature in Co/Al2O3/Alq3(2 nm)/NiFe magnetic tunnel junction [91]. The inclusion of Al2O3 in between the Co and Alq3 layer makes the device different from the previously studied devices, which did play the role in energy level alignment of the ferromagnetic electrode/interface. Gobbi et al. [158] in 2011 presented significant room temperature MR values (in excess of 5%) on C60-based vertical spin valves for different thickness of the C60 interlayer (from 5 nm to 28 nm) up to high applied bias voltage (~1 V). Kawasugi et al. recently fabricated a TPD-based OSV (200 nm thickness) using Co2MnSi Heusler alloy with large Tc to ensure a large spin injection at room temperature and measured nearly 10% MR in it [122]. Li et al. fabricated an OSV with the improved interface structure between the polymer interlayer and top cobalt electrode, optimal annealing of bottom manganese electrode, and a n-type semiconducting polymer P(NDI2OD-T2) having high carrier mobility, in which they measured a large MR ratio of 90.0% at 4.2 K and of 6.8% at room temperature, respectively [131]. The large MR at room temperature was attributed to the weak temperature dependence of spin diffusion length. The organic spintronic community is aggressively in search of a ferromagnetic electrode with high polarization [87,94] and OSCs with high spin-diffusion length [41,157] at room temperature. However, some recent research shows that improved “spinfarce” should be prioritized to enhance the room temperature MR rather than only chasing the ideal materials and electrodes [44,45,166].

3.5. The role of FM/OSC contact in OSVs

The nature of FM electrode/organic spacer contact, or spinfarce is crucial for the polarized spin injection that affects the magnitude of MR, voltage and temperature dependence of MR and the MR sign as well [19,59]. It is expected that such insights can lead to the molecular-level engineering of metal/organic interface not only to overcome the conductivity mismatch problem but also to customize spin injection as well for bringing new electrical functionalities to the spintronic devices. There have been existing two methods for surface induced spin polarization manipulation: a direct hybridization of the electron orbital between organics and metals, and tunneling barrier inclusion between a FM electrode and organics.

(i) First, although the conductivity mismatch has been thought to be less severe in OSVs since carriers are injected into the OSCs mainly by tunneling. A recent study by Barraud et al. [44] suggests that a proper OSC/FM interface can act as an excellent spin filter that can boost the effective spin polarization to even surpass the bulk spin polarization of the FM materials (Table 1) [167]. For examples, the effective spin...
polarization of at the Co/Alq3 interface extracted from Jullière’s model for 300% TMR is about -60%, much higher than the 34% Co spin polarization. Barraud et al. suggested that the formation of localized states in the first molecular layer at the electrode interface can cause a spin dependent broadening of those states when coupled to the FM electrode. The sign of the effective spin polarization of the electrode and hence the magnitude of MR depend on how strong the coupling is. We note that availability of a practically infinite choice of organic molecules and functioning groups should boost up the confidence for a successful injection that so far has been difficult to achieve especially at room temperature [166]. Djieghlou et al. in 2013 observed a highly spin-polarized organic spintronics between Co and phthalocyanine molecules at room temperature by using the spin-polarized direct and inverse photoemission experiments [45]. The result suggests an exceptionally large MR response of more than 500%. The spin-polarization effect has been confirmed by several studies using first principle calculation to understand the effect of the orbital hybridization between molecules and FM electrodes on spin injection capability [166,168,169].

(ii) In addition to spinpolarized effect caused by the direct molecule/FM electrode coupling, Schulz et al. [170] showed that a thin polar insulating material such as LiF sandwiched between FM electrode and the organic layer can modify the extraction of charge carriers from an OSC leading to the MR sign change. It is worth noting that this method has been extensively studied to manipulate the charge injection in OLEDs and organic photovoltaics [171,172]. Similarly, Jiang et al. demonstrated that an asymmetric MR bias dependence can be amplified by studying the LSMO/Al2O3/Alq3/Co spin valves [96]. Their simulation showed the origin of the bias dependence of MR might be related to the energy dependent density of states of Co d-states. It is worth noting that the tunneling barrier inclusion method has not shown an enhancement of the absolute interfacial spin polarization in comparison to the spin polarization of the bulk FM materials. Although the method does not show evidence for the spinpolarization enhancement, it does reveal that the effective spinpolarization of the electrodes gets modified and even provides a sign reversal [87,170].

Strikingly, using interfaces between metallic films with a certain thickness and C60 molecule layer, Mari et al. recently demonstrated that it is possible to alter the electronic states of non-ferromagnetic materials, such as diamagnetic copper and paramagnetic manganese, to overcome the Stoner criterion for ferromagnetism and make them ferromagnetic at room temperature [173]. This is a direct proof of the crucial role of the molecule/metal interfaces in deciding ferromagnetism or effective spin polarization of the material. The mechanism suggests the exploitation of molecular coupling to design magnetic metamaterials using abundant, nontoxic components such as OSCs. The magnetic metamaterials might fill up the gap for the shortage of SP electron injectors from conventional magnetic materials for efficient bipolar spin valves such as spin-OLEDs.

3.6. Engineering of spin injection and transport using π-conjugated polymer brushes

We have so far reviewed the advances in understanding the spin injection and spin transport in conventional OSVs where the control in the spin interface is very limited due to a lack of robust device fabrication methods. In addition, the charge transport in these studies is mainly governed by the hopping transport with poor mobility. This limits the spin diffusion length to less than 200 nm as described in the previous section. Recently, Geng et al. [174] reported a novel fabrication method to better control the spinpolarization and mobility of the device. They used surface initiated Kumada transfer polycondensation method to covalently graft π-conjugated poly(3-methylthiophene) (P3MT) brushes from the LSMO bottom electrode. The covalent attachment along with the brush morphology allows the control over the LSMO/brush interfacial resistance and large spacer mobility (Fig. 7a). In principle, the interface resistance and hence spinpolarization can be manipulated by controlling the insulating alkyl spacer monolayer. Fig. 7b shows the device resistance versus the brush thickness. In general, the larger the device thickness, the larger the device resistance. The resistance of the P3MT brush-based device is much lower than that of the P3HT film-based device with a similar spacer thickness. We note that P3MT and P3HT have similar chemical structures and constituted elements, essentially causing the same spin-related interactions including HFI and SOC. Remarkably, with 15 nm spacer layer, Geng et al. observed an optimum MR effect of 70% at cryogenic temperatures and a MR of 2.7% at 280 K, one of the best MR values reported at room temperature (Fig. 7c). Fig. 7d shows the temperature dependence of MR in P3HT brush-based device which is nearly an order of magnitude weaker than that found in the P3HT-based one. There are two scenarios for the weaker temperature dependence in the P3MT-based OSVs. (i) The introduction of the monolayer (tunnel barrier) for the covalent bond between the P3MT brush and the LSMO electrode may aid in overcoming the resistance mismatch problem at high temperature and therefore causes a weaker MR decay of the effective spinpolarization at the LSMO interface [47,48,50,51]. As discussed in the previous sections, the resistance mismatch problem can be overcome by using either an appropriate insulator (spin filter) at the interface or an electrode material with 100% spin polarization [33]. The resistance mismatch problem, in principle, is suppressed at cryogenic temperature since the LSMO possesses nearly 100% spin polarization for both P3HT-base and P3MT-based OSVs. However, since LSMO has low Tc of about 350 K, the spin polarization is smaller at higher temperature and almost diminishes at room temperature. The tunnel barrier at high temperature may reduce the conductivity mismatch problem resulting in a better effective spinpolarization of the LSMO electrode in the P3MT-based OSVs. (ii) The interfacial spin polarization of the LSMO might be modified during the monolayer deposition on the LSMO surface. However, the spin diffusion length of several 10 nm measured by the thickness dependence is not as large as expected by its superior large mobility over the corresponding polycrystalline films.

3.7. Challenges

There are challenging issues that need to be resolved. We highlight several major challenges in the section. (i) Organic semiconductors are among the softest, most chemically sensitive, and impure materials so that numerous factors during the material synthesis and device fabrication process can affect the spin injection/detection and transport in the device. These create challenges to achieve operational and reproducible devices. For instance, the quality of the organic spacer is strongly dependent on the morphology of the film, oxygen and moisture present in the film, metal contamination in the film during the fabrication process, high energy photon illumination such as X-ray illumination during the evaporation process and the surface quality of the film as well [14,57,139,141,175]. Therefore, it is difficult to understand the charge hopping transport in OSCs whose density of states is not well-defined and with uncontrollable trap states. In fact, it is
even much more difficult to understand the spin transport and spin dynamics including spin dephasing time and spin relaxation time in such system. Based on several fundamental problems and controversial experimental results in OSVs, a spin dynamic theory based on spin-charge decoupling was proposed by Yu [160,176]. For example, the small mobility and hence the spin diffusion length of the charge transport in OSCs has been an obvious obstacle for observing the spin precession or Hanle effect in the materials. This is the most convincing and elegant verification for the existence of spin transport and spin dynamics in spin transport materials. We note that the study of the Hanle effect normally prefers to the spin valve with a non-local planar device structure, in which the spin current can be decoupled with electric current to reduce the complication of various spurious effects caused by the drift current[177,178]. However, due to the small spin diffusion length of organics, the demonstration of such phenomenon is technologically challenging. Even when the pure spin current is generated by FMR spin pumping method as described in the previous sections, the observation of Hanle effect in organics is still under debate[17,137]. The complication comes from the presence of the large DC magnetic field for the FMR spin pump. In addition, despite the spurious effects, there have been several unsuccessful demonstrations of Hanle effect experiments in vertical OSVs using amorphous OSC films [179,180] (Fig. 8b). The absence of the Hanle effect in those attempts was explained by the fact that the transit time across the device is much larger than the spin precession time. (ii) In addition the challenges of the spin transports in OSCs, the current fabrication methods for the top metal electrode in OSVs normally generate a metal inclusion whose depth depends on the organic and FM materials used and the evaporation conditions. Since the concept of epitaxial growth does not so far exist in OSCs, the contact between organics and FM electrodes is poorly controlled leading to challenges in controlling the spininterface. The poor FM/OSC contacts especially from the top one might create many spin transport channels with different lengths in OSCs causing different spin dephasing angles at the spin detector. This reason simply smears the observation of the Hanle effect in OSVs.

Despite all of these difficulties belonging to the material properties and device fabrication, the motivation for utilizing OSCs as host for SP charge carriers relies on their weak SOC and HFI which are the source for spin-dephasing and spin relaxation. However, the weak SOC in OSCs also creates difficulties in using optical means, such as spin pumping or detecting by circularly polarized light to probe the spin injection in OSCs. In addition, the excitonic nature of polaronic electron–hole pairs in organics might make the spins lose their memory before the radiation recombination. Such optical spin injection/detection has not been reported in organic materials.

4. Spin-OLEDs

In the Section 3, we discussed the major advances and challenges in OSVs during at least the last 10 years. In this type of device, only one SP hole is considered since most FM materials have workfunctions close to the organic molecule HOMO energy levels. In this section, a new class of OSVs, dubbed bipolar OSVs or spin-OLEDs will be reviewed. In this device, SP electrons and holes from FM electrodes are injected into the LUMO and HOMO energy levels of an organic emissive layer, respectively, causing electroluminescence (EL) [59,181,182]. A spin-OLED is basically an OSV that allows the injection of both SP electrons and holes into the organic spacer (Fig. 9a). To obtain the luminescence, the applied voltage must be larger than the band gap of the OSC spacer and one of FM electrodes must be used for injecting SP electrons into the LUMO energy level. In these devices, the singlet exciton density and hence EL intensity can be controlled by manipulating the relative
magnetization of the two FM electrodes [182]. In the ideal operating condition that uses 100% SP electron and hole injectors, and infinite spin diffusion length OSCs, one can turn the device emission from off-state with no light to on-state with 50% quantum efficiency. In addition, this effect in the bipolar OSVs can be utilized to detect the spin polarization of the injected carriers and also to potentially control the color of the EL emission [18,182]. Recently, Nguyen et al. fabricated spin-OLED devices using deuterated DOO-PPV (Fig. 1) with about 50 nm spin diffusion length as the emissive interlayer sandwiched between the LSMO anode and CO/LiF cathode; and studied the magneto-conductance (MC) and magneto-electroluminescence (MEL) effects [182]. Since the Co has a work function as high as that in LSMO (about 4.7 eV), a thin electric polar LiF layer was applied at the Co interface to reduce the interfacial work function of Co, suitable for SP electron injection. The use of LiF for manipulating the interfacial work function for the electron injection has been extensively used in organic solar cells [183]. However, there is a trade-off for this action since the effective spin polarization of Co electrode reduces substantially [170]. Therefore, the spin-OLED response in the device is expected to be small. Fig. 9b shows the bipolar IV behavior of spin OLEDs when the emission appears roughly at the turn-on applied voltage for the current. Fig. 9c shows a typical MEL hysteretic loop of the spin valve device for sweeping of external magnetic field at 4.5 V bias voltage and 10 K temperature. The switching in the high and low states of the MEL corresponded to the coercive fields of the FM electrodes indicating its origination from the bipolar spin-polarization. The normalized MC magnitude up to 6.0 V of the device (red line) is shown Fig. 9d. The fast reduction of the MR or MC response below 3.0 V bias is commonly seen in the spin valve response (blue line in Fig. 9d). We note that the spin-OLED response under an applied magnetic field is quite complicated in the bipolar regime, since the magnetic field can also alter the singlet and triplet excitation formation causing the non-hysteretic OMAR effect [181].

One of the serious obstacles for preventing the application of spin-OLEDs is the strong reduction of the MR at high bias voltages. The MR in OSVs has been found up to 300% but normally diminishes at the junction voltage of less than 3 V (see Fig. 8d). The reduction can be attributed to the reduction of the spin polarization and/or spin diffusion length at increased bias voltage. Therefore, novel materials for both spin injectors and organic interlayers need to be discovered. It is worth mentioning the other kind of spin valve structure, namely the double layer magnetic tunnel junction (see Fig. 10a) that has been known to operate at higher junction voltages [184]. Liang et al. [185] recently achieved 0.3% MR effect in the Alq3-based double layer OSVs with -6 V bias voltage at low temperature (i.e. 10 K) (see Fig. 10b). The mechanism associated with this high voltage MR response in OSVs has not been investigated.

5. Summary and outlook

In the above sections, we provided a thorough review on major achievements and challenges in OSVs and spin-OLEDs with an emphasis on experimental findings during the last decade [165]. Although OSVs are very promising for the plastic spintronic applications with cost efficiency, there are many technological and fundamental issues that need to be overcome and addressed. To mature the field further, multiple actions need to be pursued and novel techniques have to be developed beyond the conventional OSV material, fabrication and characterization. These push continued search for finding novel spin injection/detection for OSVs with spin polarization close to 100% at high $T_c$; with high chemical stability; novel organic spin transport materials, appropriate device fabrication strategies for more controllability of the spininterface and morphology of the spacer; and novel device structures similar to the non-local spin valve device for generating the pure spin current in order to gain deeper fundamental understanding of the spin transport in OSCs. As an approach for novel spin transport materials, OSCs such as organic single crystals and aligned polymers which have relatively high carrier mobility for the spin transport layer might be discovered and used for fabrication of novel OSVs. In addition, since such materials have a much simpler density of states than conventional OSVs, they are more suitable for the fundamental studies of spin transport. For example, the mobility of a typical rubrene single crystal is about ~20 cm$^2$/Vs at 300 K, several orders of magnitude higher than that of the amorphous rubrene [186,187]. In addition, the intra-chain mobility of charge carriers in the polymer has been inferred as high as 30 cm$^2$/Vs from measurements of ladder-type polymers desirable for using π-conjugated polymer brushes as the spacer for OSVs [188]. Therefore, a large spin diffusion length is expected to be several orders of magnitude longer in these materials, showing the potential for the advancement of organic spintronics. If the long spin diffusion is verified, the non-local spin valve structure and hence Hanle effect might be realized. Perhaps, this is one of the most convincing experimental designs for studying the spin transport properties of the spacer where the connection between spin diffusion length, charge mobility and spin relaxation time are well.
established in inorganic spintronics [20,177,178,189–191]. In addition to the quest for novel organic spin transport materials, the FM materials with high chemical stability and high TC need to be discovered. So far, most of the MR reports in OSVs used either high chemical sensitivity electrodes such as Fe, Co or the alloys or/and half-metals such as LSMO with nearly 100% spin polarization at low temperature but with low Tc. The novel half-metal oxides with high TC are preferred since it satisfies the above criteria. Heusler alloy such as Co2MnSi with TC = 985 K and nearly 100% spin polarization appears to be a good candidate [81,122]. In addition, the controllability of the spininterface effect is needed since the electron hybridization might significantly alter the effective spin polarization of the electrodes. Unfortunately, the nature of organic/metal contacts using either thermal evaporation or solution processing fabrication methods is poorly controlled thus far. Because the epitaxial growth technology of organic materials on metal surfaces does not exist, a possible way to control the interface is to chemically grow a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) on the magnetic electrodes. This type of SAM controlled spininterface effect in π-conjugated polymer brush–based OSVs has recently been achieved by Geng et al. [174].
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